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017 is the third year Hays has
partnered with CIPS to provide us
with key trends in the procurement
profession via the Insights report. As
the procurement world continues to
evolve, it seems that within the past year
there has been a rise in the number of
procurement jobs created across both
public and private sector. A huge focus
is on the correct skills individuals need
to develop and that will in turn drive
organisations forward.

It seems that MCIPS and FCIPS
professionals continue to command
higher salaries, and men continue
to earn at least a quarter more than
women at advanced level. Skill
shortages are still a problem within the
profession. It will be the employers that
invest in their staff, that will reap the
benefits in the long run. An interesting
find is that when recruiting for a new
role, MCIPS or studying towards is
requested as a preference regarding
candidates. This points towards a
reassurance for committed and
experienced individuals when recruiting.
According to the report “51%
of procurement specialists with
responsibility for recruitment stated
that they struggled to find the right
procurement talent in the last 12
months”. In last year’s report a lack of
skills and experience – just 35% stated
as a potential issue. This year that figure

has gone up to 47%. Shortage of skills
amongst procurement professionals
is continuing to be a problem, but it’s
finding the best ways to resolve this for
employers.
Overall the new report shows that
Procurement is now being recognised
for more than just making a saving. It’s
important for professionals to possess
outstanding communication skills to help
promote the value of the profession
internally. Soft skills again, will always
remain an important factor at any
procurement level to enable individuals
to do the job well.
ArcBlue are committed to equipping
and enabling procurement talent. We
offer both a procurement capability
assessment and a negotiation capability
assessment. Using these online tools
are an easy and efficient way for
organisations to uncover the skills gaps
professionals have, and the output forms
the basis of a development plan at both
individual and group levels.
If you would like to discuss using the
assessment individually or as part of a
group assessment, then we would be
happy to discuss options available to
you. For more information please email
arcblue.uk@arcblueglobal.com and
one of our consultants will get back to
you.
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NEGOTIATION ESSENTIALS
1 DAY WORKSHOP

T

his month ArcBlue ran our one day
workshop in Dubai at the DWTC (Dubai
World Trade Centre). This workshop
has grown in popularity in recent times
due to an emphasised need for good
negotiation skills.
This course in the past has been
experienced and enjoyed by individual
staff members of: ADCO, ADNOC,
Emirates NBD, SABIC, Nestle, Emirates
Airline, Etihad Airways, Ford Asia, World
Bank and many more worldwide. Our
workshops have helped individuals to
hit their business’s triple bottom line. To
learn a little more about us please visit
www.arcblueglobal.com.
Our one day Negotiation Essentials
Workshop is ideal for all those
procurement professionals who are
involved in Negotiations, either with
their internal stakeholders or external
stakeholders. You will be able to
understand the greatest Persuasion
Methods which you can use to settle the

best win-win Negotiation deals. A shortsimulated role play is conducted by the
consultant and the attendees to create
a fun-filled learning environment within
Negotiation. You will get a chance to
learn and experience the various styles
one can use when Negotiating with the
other party. Attending our workshop will
help you master negotiation techniques,
learn how to manage disagreements
and help you to reach favourable
outcomes with ease and confidence.
The main topics covered within this
workshop are:
-Phases and Structure of Negotiation
-Persuasion Methodology
-Negotiation strategies
-Communication Skills
Feedback from the workshop: Willean
Master – Head of Procurement at G4S.
“The team really enjoyed the day
and the course well exceeded their
expectations”.
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ArcBlue was established in 1978 as
PMMS, we have a team of around 100
consultants and revenues of around
€10m. We are:
• 100% focused on equipping and
enabling talent
• We improve business performance
through intelligent and practical
solutions, developing our profession
through intellectual capital
• We deliver over 1,500 workshops
annually to 10,000 professionals and
assess around 2,000 people annually
• We typically deliver a return of
at least 10:1on investment on our
projects
• Wide range of services in consulting
and in skills development
• Transformation, benchmarking,
process development, project
support, skills development,
accredited learning, e-learning
• Established working relationships with
SCMA in Canada and CIPS in UK,
South Africa, UAE, Singapore and
Australasia.

related to Procurement, Leadership
and Supply Chain Management. Her
main aim is to enhance businesses
by directing them the best approach
to generate value, either through
Negotiating best value while buying or
by commercialisation.
These workshops are available in major
locations such as London, Dubai,
Europe, New York and Scotland. Please
connect with us for further information
regarding this workshop.

UK & Europe: arcblue.uk@arcblueglobal.
This workshop was conducted by our
com
lead consultant Roopali Khurana. She
US: enquiries.us@arcblueglobal.com.
has vast and versatile experience within
Mena: enquiries.mena@arcblueglobal.
various disciplines of Business, specifically
com

“The trainer Roopali was extremely
professional and kept the entire group
engaged throughout the session.”
(source: delegate from G4S Negotiation
Training Dubai World Trade Centre 18/5)
100% of delegates gave feedback that they
would recommend this negotiation course
100% of delegates that completed the
feedback rated the training as excellent.
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E-LEARNING
FEATURE OF
THE MONTH

THIS MONTH WE WILL BE LOOKING
AT OUR NEGOTIATION INTERMEDIATE
LEVEL ELEARNING MODULES.
DEVELOPING AND USING POWER - COMMUNICATION SKILLS - CULTURE DIMENSIONS
COMPETITIVE AND COLLABORATIVE - MOVEMENT TECHNIQUES - ASSERTIVENESS
PREPARATION AND PLANNING - TACTICS 2 - DEALING WITH CONFLICT

O

ur intermediate level
eLearning modules build on
our four pillars of Negotiation:
People, Persuasion, Process
and Ploys, which were explored
in the foundation modules.
The intermediate modules are
perfect for candidates who
have completed the foundation
modules and who negotiate
as part of their daily work, we
cover people aspects such
as assertiveness, culture and
communication, persuasion in
collaborative or competitive
negotiations, and we look in
more detail at Preparation and
Planning skills. Completing
these modules will give learners
a real insight to enable them to
cope with much more detailed
negotiations.
The Developing and Using
Power module covers
topics such as the House of
Negotiation, Personal versus
situational power, and looks at
dealing with monopolies and
cartels.

Communication Skills
explores the basics of great
communication and the
complexities involved in giving
and receiving information.
In Competitive and
Collaborative, we look at the
two different approaches to
negotiation and when they are
appropriate and how to get
creative in Negotiation.
Movement Techniques explore
the techniques used to gain
movement, understand the
difference between internal
and external negotiations, the
importance of trust in building
relationships and explore how
coercion is used.
Our Assertiveness module
provides an overview of
Assertiveness, your rights,
coping and disclosing skills and
the four stages of Relationships
in Negotiation.
Preparation and Planning
will help you to understand
the difference between
Preparation and Planning,
explore key variables to

use in a Negotiation, look
at sequencing issues and
understand the importance of
briefing the team.
The Negotiation Tactics 2
eLearning module provides an
overview of seven more tactics
available to us in a negotiation.
Dealing with Conflict helps us
to understand what conflict
means and why managing
conflict matters. We will look
at the three stages of conflict,
explore why perceptions are
important in dealing with
conflict and examine some
coping mechanisms.
Culture Dimensions looks at
what impact culture has on
negotiations and influences
on culture, the dangers of
stereotyping and tips for
managing cultural differences.
If you would like any
information on our Negotiation
modules or other modules for
your team, then email us at
arcblue.uk@arcblueglobal.
com.
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10 REASONS TO WORK
IN PROCUREMENT
By Haytham Etemad, Managing Director
ArcBlue Egypt Office
haytham.etemad@arcblueglobal.com
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f you are new to procurement or are willing
to work in this field you are stepping into a
great profession. Here are ten reasons why
we love procurement.

to another or from a country to another, you
will not find many differences. If there are
any it will be according to the maturity level
of the company.

1. Procurement is exciting
Procurement definitely isn’t a routine job in
which you spend hours behind your desk
doing the same thing every day. Each new
day in Procurement is not the same as the
previous one. In today’s fast-changing
dynamic business environment, you cannot
expect what challenges you will face. You
are always looking for new products or
searching for new suppliers, to meet the
variable requirements needed for business
operations. In procurement, you will not be
bored.

4. Procurement is the new competitive
advantage
Perhaps the ultimate source of competitive
advantage for modern companies is the
effective supply management. If you are
working in a manufacturing company,
retail or even services you will realise that
producing products faster and getting
them to the market faster means getting
paid faster. This will differentiate successful
companies from others. So effective
procurement in satisfying production and
operation needs makes this fast market
penetration happen, which increases a
2. Procurement gives Incomparable
company’s profitability and success. The
Exposure to other Business Leaders
value chain of modern business is no longer
Procurement will give you the opportunity to about production engineering, but effective
meet with people in your early professional supply chain management that enables
years, that you may not even imagine that companies to produce at low cost without
you will meet in other professions. You will
neglecting rigorous quality standards. Or
meet Sales Directors, Commercial Directors, alternatively to quickly convert products
Business Development Managers and even concepts to real products and respond
CEOs. Sometimes those people may eagerly swiftly to market peaks or troughs in
want to meet with you in order to show you demand, taking new products from
their products, or to discuss a huge deal
concept to reality in rapid time.
that may increase their profitability and
reputation.
5. Procurement is strategic
Around 60 to 65% of companies costs
3. Procurement is global
nowadays are spent on materials required
Working in procurement is a global
for production, so procurement professionals
profession. You may buy things from
now have a greater role in their companies
the global market or work with a global
and direct access to CEOs and CFOs as
company. You can easily move around
they have an impact on strategic decisions
the world working in different positions and taken by decision makers. Decisions such as
companies, still within the procurement
what materials to procure or from where to
profession. The great thing about
source the required materials, what suppliers
procurement is that it is the same all over
to have long term relationships with or those
the world. If you move from one company
to cease working with.
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These decisions have direct impact on
the strategic direction of the company
and have a direct effect on a company’s
profitability, sustainability and long term
performance.
6. Procurement is challenging
If you are the kind of person who likes
challenges, procurement is the right
profession for you. It will take from you a
huge effort to orchestrate the activities
of a supply chain that spreads over
different countries. This includes hundreds
of suppliers and suppliers of suppliers to
source components and parts needed for
operations. While doing that you need to
manage effectively the risk of increased
market volatility and sudden international
supply risk. Also taking into consideration the
legal and ethical requirement of product
safety and ethical issues such as forced
child labour that may harm your company’s
reputation if neglected.
7. Procurement looks forward
Unlike finance and HR who spend most
of their time analysing past data to get a
better understanding of the performance of
the company and employees; procurement
focuses on future needs. It is the decisions in
which procurement takes that shapes the
future of the company.
8. Procurement develops a diversity of skills
Working in procurement requires the
professional to have a set of basic skills such
as negotiation skills, administration of paper
work, and compliance with procurement
rules. But these skills are not enough for
succeeding in today’s procurement
practice. The additional set of skills required
are CEO type skills such as Strategic
thinking, Leadership, Understanding
markets, Innovation and creative thinking,
predicting change and managing risk, and
effective communication skills and internal
collaboration.

are looking to hire this year, up 6% on
last year. This spans organisations in both
the public and private sectors, and is an
indication of confidence in the market”.
Procurement as a career path doesn’t
end by being a procurement manager or
director but it can lead you to be a CEO of
a company and we have good examples
such as Tim Cook (CEO of Apple) or Mary
Barra (CEO of General Motors).
10. Procurement pays well
Hot issues such as mitigating corporate
risks, maintaining ethical standards or
even managing outsourcing relationships,
keeps modern CEOs always in alert mode.
These issues need qualified procurement
experts to manage. This demand has
resulted in significant earnings increases for
professionals.
According to Procurement Salary Guide
and Insights 2017, in UK; “For the third year
in a row, we have seen an overall growth in
salaries, both within the profession itself and
in comparison to other disciplines, at 5.3%
compared to a national average of 2.2%.
64% of respondents received a pay increase
(compared to 68% in 2016 and 61% in 2015,)
with the average salary at £44,936”.
Within Australasia in the last 12 months, 66%
of respondents received a salary increase
– a slightly higher proportion than the 64%
in the UK - while 31% received a bonus. The
average salary is 139,500 AUD.
In MENA region and despite the challenges
due to oil shock of the last two years, the
highest average salaries are being seen in
the Private Sector and the average salary
for all procurement professionals is £56,000,
which is higher than the UK average of
£44,900. In the last 12 months, 51% of
respondents received a salary increase, a
smaller proportion than in the UK at 64%,
and 41% received a bonus. Of course, if
you certified you are paid higher than your
peers.

Finally, you will not realise how interesting
9. Procurement is a fast growing profession and fascinating the profession of
As mentioned in CIPS salary survey report,
procurement is, until you start working in it
“Despite a turbulent economic and political and once you do you definitely will fall in
year, appetite for procurement hires has
love with this vocation.
continued to increase. 70% of organisations
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